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scan 
to watch the 

KICKR 
in action

Meet KICKR, the first iPhone 
Powered Bike Trainer

Real Road Inertia
heavy flywheel with electronic 

resistance creates an ultra-
realistic cycling experience.

iPhone Controlled 
Resistance

create personalized and structured 
workouts while controlling 

resistance levels through your 
chosen smartphone app.

Direct Power 
Measurement

wheel-off design allows for 
consistent, lab accurate power 

measurement at the hub.

your watt generating / course duplicating / ftp 
maximizing / excuse eliminating / power optimizing 
/ silky smooth riding / cyber operated task master



Trainer
Road

Wahoo
Fitness 

Kinomap 
choose a video of your favorite tour 
stage or race course and Kinomap will 
control the KicKR as you watch the 
video, matching the resistance to the 
elevation of your virtual ride. 

compatible with Pc, iPhone and iPad.

combined with the KicKR, trainerRoad 
provides the ultimate virtual training 
experience by allowing you to tap into a 
massive library of structured workouts 
designed to take your training to the next 
level. Live graphs let you know where 
you’ve been and where you’re going. 
instant feedback via ant+ data keeps 
you in your target training zone. and with 
trainer Road’s Virtual Power™, the KicKR 
becomes lab accurate power meter. 

compatible with a Pc.

the wahoo Fitness app gives you 
complete control over your training 
experience. control resistance levels 
to simulate rolling and drag. Set target 
wattage independent of speed and 
cadence. You can also input specific 
data like headwind, bike type, and riding 
position to simulate outdoor conditions. 
Most importantly, the wahoo Fitness app 
integrates with other wahoo products 
like the BLUe Sc, BLUe hR, and RFLKt to 
provide a complete training picture. 

compatible with iPhone and iPad.

choose your favorite app



Segments 
by Wahoo Fitness 

More information about 
the KICKR including full 
tech specs and software 
options is available at 
wahoofitness.com

BKooL is a virtual training platform 
that allows you to train alone or with 
friends on your favorite cycling routes 
and training sessions.Join 15,000 of 
your closest friends in virtual leagues, 
group rides, or web racing – all while 
on your KicKR using BKooL.

compatible with a Pc and iPad.

Segments by wahoo Fitness allows 
you to ride indoors on any Strava 
segment by going head to head 
against the King or Queen of the 
Mountain, your friends, or your own 
personal record. whether it is your 
favorite neighborhood dash or a 
classic alpine ascent on the other side 
of the world, Segments and KicKR 
bring the full Strava experience into 
your home.

compatible with iPad

choose your favorite app
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